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How is the relationship between intelligence and accountability in the last years? In
different countries, this dilemma has been treated in a different fashion according to
four principles: a) Responsibility, in the internal controls and institutional designs to
configure the community of intelligence. b) Regulation, in the oversight and control of
intelligence by Parliamentary bodies. c) Justice, as in the judicial authorization and
control of intelligence activities that affect fundamental rights of citizens (Bovens et al.,
2014); and d) Trust, in the participation of citizens in governmental policies or in the
closer connection between authority and legitimacy. This text shows the basic patterns
of accountability in those points, as well as the dilemmas and forms to improve the
legitimacy of intelligence services in Spain and Brazil.
Those places are selected as representative samples of Southern European and Latin
American regions in their historical legacies of intelligence experiences after regimes
and dictatorships in the late 20th Century (Zegart, 2000; Cepik, 2001; Ugarte, 2002;
Numeriano, 2007; Estévez, 2014). The selection is logical and theoretical, as they could
enable an analytical generalization for other cases although without statistical
generalizations in each region.
In the case of the first principle, responsibility, enabling new administrative and
institutional designs to manage and construct the activity intelligence can be considered
as forms of internal control. That is, they work as self-restraining mechanisms that
Governments and the administration use to control the activity of intelligence, giving
preeminence either to CNI or to ABIN in each country. The institutional designs were
product of several decades of negotiations and political evolution and show that the
intelligence services are structurally sui generis public agencies, hierarchically linked to
the Executive Branch - who periodically elaborate a national intelligence policy - and
are subject to a special regime that regulates their organization and functioning. Thus,
the institutional designs also can be considered as attempts to demonstrate that
“something is being done” in terms of intelligence. They are the first step that
encompass and demonstrate the functions, tasks, principles and rules that guide this
activity, in order to reconsider the mandates and the authority given to those institutions,
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via indirect forms such as election of governments and coalitions that in turn will
establish the directives and missions to intelligence.
As this kind of control is a basic and insufficient form of accountability, it is important
to consider the Regulatory principle enacted by the role of Parliamentary commissions
in each country. Parliaments are new actors and have the capacity to demand accounts
from intelligence leaders. However, the restraining mechanisms of the authority of the
Executive is hampered insofar members of the Parliament lack knowledge to scrutinize
the intelligence activity or depend on the very information and discretional power of
those agencies to request information and correct the directives of intelligence.
Moreover, most of the Parliament commissions worked in a reactive base, demanding
answers after scandals or evident wrongdoings. In the case of Brazil, only in 2013 the
Commission of Intelligence Activity was enacted and constituted as a permanent
legislative body.
Notwithstanding, the Parliament role is an ongoing process of trial and error that could
be improved in order to enhance accountability. In that case, members of the
parliamentary commissions responsible for financial control should have sufficient
human and technological resources to understand the finances of the intelligence
services in order to conduct valid scrutiny.
Moreover, they should have sufficient powers and will to change and implement
recommendations in the intelligence services. In that sense, representatives of the
people should ensure that there are links between external audit bodies so that the
results of ex post reviews and audits can be used to support future proposals. Finally,
they should prepare public versions of their actions and make periodic reports of their
activities.
In terms of the principle of Justice, Courts and Judges should have capacity to oversight
the interference against fundamental rights, such as privacy, individual autonomy, not
interference in communications and personal data. Yet, since intelligence and security
reasons are exceptions to those rules, the exceptional character and intromission on
those right needs to be regulated.
In Spain, this oversight is conducted by one State Magistrate whereas in Brazil there is
no legal control and authorization to carry out those interferences. However, the real
practices and interferences of those rights demand a caution approach to regulate
intelligence, promoting individual rights and justice as teleological principles that orient
their contingent suspension based on intelligence and security grounds, avoiding, thus, a
spurious conflict between liberty and security.
The principle of trust remains untouched insofar the civil agency and role of citizens to
oversight intelligence needs prospective studies and approaches. Aside of the role of
social groups of pressure, independent media, investigative journalism, and scholars, the
direct involvement of citizens to constitute commissions of audit and control, as well as
to expand the principles of direct democracy and participatory democratic standards are
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still debatable in a field encompassed by top-down policies. Yet, the incorporation of
the latter principle could be a last barrier to be overpassed in order to expand the base of
legitimacy of the intelligence activity.
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